We investigate the short, medium, and long-range structure of soft disk configurations for a wide range of area fractions and simulation protocols by converting the real-space spectrum of volume fraction fluctuations for windows of width L to the distance h(L) from the window boundary over which fluctuations occur. Rapidly quenched unjammed configurations exhibit size-dependent superPoissonian long-range features that, surprisingly, approach the totally-random limit even close to jamming. Above and just below jamming, the spectra exhibit a plateau, h(L) = he, for L larger than particle size and smaller than a cutoff Lc beyond which there are long-range fluctuations. The value of he is independent of protocol and characterizes the putative hyperuniform limit.
Systems with strongly suppressed long-range density fluctuations are said to be hyperuniform [1, 2] . This can indicate hidden order, giving dramatic properties such as isotropic optical band gaps [3] [4] [5] [6] and criticality in dynamical absorbing state transitions [7] [8] [9] . It is conjectured that all strictly jammed saturated hard-particle packings are hyperuniform, no matter what the particles' sizes or shapes [1, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, some simulations indicate otherwise [15] [16] [17] [18] . This suggests long-ranged structural features not evident in measures of the local packing environment (e.g. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ). We aim to address the nature and consequences of such structure, as an important issue beyond the yes/no question of hyperuniformity.
The spectrum of structural features can, in principle, be probed using the same tools used to diagnose hyperuniformity. These tools include the spectral density χ(q), equal to the structure factor for monodisperse systems, and the variance σ 2 φ (L) in the set of local volume fractions found in randomly-placed windows of width L. For ≤ 1 and long lengths, scaling of χ(q) ∼ q corresponds to σ 2 φ (L) ∼ 1/L d+ where d is dimensionality. Ordinary systems exhibit Poissonian fluctuations with = 0; by contrast, hyperuniform ones have χ(0 + ) = 0. Until now, interest has been solely on asymptotics such as fits for and χ(0 + ), which tell us only whether or not a system is hyperuniform. Here we shift focus onto the values of χ(q) and σ 2 φ (L) at each length. In particular, we show that σ 2 φ (L) can be converted easily into a "hyperuniformity disorder length," h(L) [24, 25] , and that h(L) can be interpreted straightforwardly to give novel insight into structure not only at the longest length scales but also at short and intermediate scales.
To extract meaning from values, we first normalize χ(q) and σ 2 φ (L) in d dimensions relative to a "Poisson pattern" where particles are placed totally at random. Throughout we use the standard centralpoint representation in which the volume v j of particle j is encoded at the location r j of its center [26] . For the spectral density, a suitable definition is
2 j where q = |q| for isotropic packings and the sums are over all particles in the system. With this normalization, Poisson patterns have χ(q) = 1; this is important because some insight into structure at a given q can then be extracted from how far χ(q) lies below the nominal upper bound of 1. For the volume fraction variance, σ Here, v = φ i v i /φ is the φ i -weighted average particle volume and φ = φ i is the true volume fraction occupied by all particles. Also, for repulsive particles or finite systems, a minimum center-to-center distance exists and hence small enough windows contain either zero or one particle center. This leads to a "separated-particle" lower bound of σ 2 φ (L)/φ = v /V Ω − φ [24, 25] . To supplement these bounds we seek a measure of order that is independent of L if the system is hyperuniform, with fluctuations understood as due to particles at the surface of the measuring windows [1]. Since particle centers do not actually lie on the window surface, it is more appropriate to picture fluctuations as determined by the average number of particles whose centers lie within some distance h of the surface. Taking the windows to be hypercubic with volume V Ω = L d , as depicted for d = 2 in Fig. 1 , and inserting σ
2 Ω , leads to the following definition of h(L) in terms of the measured variance:
Accordingly, smaller h(L) means more uniformity, larger h(L) means more disorder, and σ for a Poisson pattern. Strong hyperuniformity (
is made dimensionally correct by the existence of h e as an emergent length rooted in the intuitive notion of what it means to be hyperuniform. Thus h e is the desired measure of structure that is independent of L when the system is hyperuniform, and Eq. (1) generalizes upon this to systems with any degree of uniformity.
Brief asides: (a) The value of h e is related to the surface coefficient Λ [1] (see supplemental information [27] ). (b) The h(L) spectrum is only slightly different for hyperspherical windows [25, 27, 28] . (c) It is unclear how to define a spectrum of disorder lengths from χ(q). We now measure and interpret χ(q) and h(L) spectra for simulated 2-dimensional particle configurations in a box with periodic boundary conditions. We start with "Einstein patterns" [24] for general intuition, and then turn our main attention to soft disks. For Einstein patterns, monodisperse particles are close-packed on a square lattice then given a Gaussian kick with standard deviation of 1/2 lattice spacing. These configurations match Einstein's simplified picture of crystal structure at T > 0, and are hyperuniform by construction. Hyperuniformity is then destroyed by randomly selecting a fraction f = 10% of the particles and changing their areas, half by δ = +15% and half by −δ. All soft disk systems consist of 50-50 bidisperse harmonically-repulsive disks with 7:5 diameter ratio, initially placed at random for various system sizes and area fractions and three different equilibration protocols. In the thermal protocol, LAMMPS [29] is used to cool the system from T i = 0.05 (above the glass transition) to T f = 10 −7 (below the glass transition) over 5 × 10 6 reduced time units, then to equilibrate for an additional 10 7 time units and finally to quench to T = 0. In the r q = ∞ protocol, FIRE [30] is used to bring the system directly from T = ∞ to T = 0 at infinite quench rate. Configurations of N = 2048 particles were generated in Ref. [23] using both these protocols, and are further analyzed here. We also generate r q = ∞ configurations for much larger systems. In addition, we generate configurations for a wide range of finite quench rates using a third protocol. For this, systems are first equilibrated at T i = 8 × 10 −3 ; then quenched to T f = 10 −4 at rate r q = (T i −T f )/∆t where ∆t is the duration of the quench; then brought to T = 0 using FIRE. Details are elaborated in [27] . While the location of the jamming transition depends on protocol, the critical packing fraction is near φ c = 0.845 [23, 31] .
To compute σ 2 φ (L) we randomly place L × L square windows throughout the system. The number w of placements equals the ratio of system to window areas, constrained to w ≥ 10 2 and either w ≤ 10 4 (for smaller systems where we average over many configurations) or w ≤ 10 5 (for larger systems where we average over 5 or fewer configurations). The statistical uncertainty in the variance is ∆σ
where the number of independent samples is estimated
w ]/f with f being the ratio of window to sample volumes. Results are converted to h(L) using Eq. (1). To compute χ(q) we Fast Fourier Transform a digital image where particle areas are assigned to pixel locations that correspond to particle centers. Images are taken to have edge lengths of {2 12 , 2 13 , 2 14 } pixels for systems of N = {2048, 10 5 , 10 6 } particles; empirically, this is large enough to avoid noticeable artifacts [27] . Values of χ(q) and |q| are averaged over annuli with outer radius equal to 1.1 times inner radius. These methods may be used for experimental data [32] .
Spectra for the Einstein patterns are displayed in Figs. 2a-b . At large q and small L, χ(q) and h(L) approach the Poisson pattern bounds of 1 and L/2, respectively. The latter and the separated-particle limit of h(L) = (L/2)(1 − φL 2 / a ) hold intuitively because small windows have either zero or one particle center, at random according to φ and window size, no matter what the ordering at longer scales. For L > O( a ) the h(L) spectra quickly roll over to a constant, h(L) ≈ h e , with the value of h e being about one half the standard deviation of the Gaussian kicks [24] . For the defect-free Einstein pattern, this is the true asymptotic behavior and is hyperuniform by construction. Correspondingly, χ(q) ∼ q 2 is observed at small q. Note that the h(L) spectra are truncated beyond 1/2 system width, L sys , where the variance is systematically suppressed; by contrast, χ(q) data extend down to q min = 2π/L sys without finite-size artifacts, but with blooming statistical uncertainty that is unclear how to predict.
For the defective Einstein patterns, spectra are seen in Figs. 2a-b to be identical to the defect-free case except for Poissonian fluctuations at long length scales.
FIG. 2:
Spectral density and hyperuniformity disorder length spectra for Einstein patterns and jammed soft disks created at different quench rates, rq. At small lengths, h(L) matches the separated-particle lower bound, L/2(1 − φL 2 / a ), but χ(q) deviates irregularly from the Poisson limit. At intermediate lengths, h(L) becomes constant, but for the soft disks χ(q) at first plunges precipitously then shows no such obvious signature of incipient hyperuniformity. At long lengths, both h(L) and χ(q) show that hyperuniformity is destroyed except for the defect-free Einstein patterns. But only h(L) shows a clear trend toward hyperuniformity as rq is reduced. Putative and actual hyperuniformity are characterized by the value of he, which cannot be extracted from χ(q).
The exact prediction in terms of the defect-free case,
, matches the data. The corresponding signature in χ(q) is a crossover to a constant for small q, which can be fit to the empirical form χ(q) = [χ o (q) + c]/(1 + c). Altogether, the defective Einstein spectra display the key features we shall see below for packings that are nearly hyperuniform: (i) nearly random at small lengths; (ii) incipient hyperuniformity at intermediate lengths; (iii) growing fluctuations at long lengths. Furthermore, we have rich quantitative intuition for h(L), but not for χ(q), in each regime that carries over to the soft disk configurations: (i) h(L) = (L/2)(1 − φL 2 / a ); (ii) h(L) = h e with h e indicating the size of particle displacements from perfect uniformity; (iii) h(L) = βL with β indicating with size of hyperuniformity-destroying defects.
As a first soft-disk example, spectra for N = 10 6 particles jammed at φ = 0.86 by the r q = ∞ protocol are shown in Figs. 2c-d . The three generic regimes are more apparent and more clearly demarcated in h(L) than in χ(q) -random at small lengths, seemingly-hyperuniform at intermediate lengths, and defective at large lengths. There are only a few differences from the Einstein pattern results: First, the data veer below the h(L) = L/2 upper bound but remain in accord with the separatedparticle lower-bound out to nearly L = a . Therefore σ 2 φ (L) = φ( v /V Ω − φ) can be used to determine average particle size and packing fraction for unknown samples. Second, there are decaying oscillations in the crossover of h(L) to a constant, with period set by a as per the pair correlation function for dense disordered systems. Oscillations are also seen in χ(q), but occur in the smalllength (q a 1) regime; apparently, χ(q) = 1 is an upper bound only for small enough q. Lastly, the longrange fluctuations appear to be super-Poissonian, where h(L) grows faster than L and χ(q) turns up at small q. We focus on two quantitative features: First, the value of h(L) in the middle regime is h e / a ≈ 0.084. This is noticeably less than the Lindemann constant (0.15−0.30) and only slightly larger than for close-packed disks on a square lattice (0.082 [27] ); therefore, the intermediate range packing structure is remarkably uniform in an absolute sense. Second, the crossover to long-range fluctuations may be characterized by a cutoff length L c beyond which h(L) rises noticeably (say 10%) above h e . For the r q = ∞ spectrum in Fig. 2d , this cutoff is L c ≈ 30 a .
These observations raise a number of questions: How can h e and L c be varied, what are the consequences, and what is the true long-ranged asymptotic behavior of the spectra? To explore these issues, we begin by systematically reducing the quench rate r q at fixed φ and N . The spectra data in Figs. 2c-d show that short range behavior and the value of h e ≈ 0.084 a at intermediate scales are totally unaffected. The only change is in the long-range structure beyond a cutoff L c , which evidently increases for smaller r q . Frozen-in long-ranged density fluctuations can be partially annealed to an extent that depends on r q . However, this effect is not dramatic: even at the slowest quench rate we can achieve at present, r q = 10 −7 , the value of L c is less than ten times greater than for r q = ∞. Supplemental figures [27] exhibit the same behavior for other N and φ > φ c . In particular, L c is nearly independent of these parameters unless L sys is smaller than O(3L c ) or φ is greater than about φ c + 0.04.
We now turn to unjammed configurations, where χ(q) and h(L) data are shown in Fig. 3 for the thermal and r q = ∞ protocols at a wide range of area fractions. These spectra exhibit more dramatic changes versus φ than those for jammed configurations. In the dilute limit, the data approach χ(q) = 1 and h(L) = L/2 as expected. With increasing φ, avoidance of disk-disk overlaps induces order and causes the spectra to trend downward. For φ < 0.75 the thermal configurations exhibit Poissonian long-range fluctuations, as judged by the constancy of χ(q) at low q and by the linearity of h(L) at large L. This may also happen at larger φ, but even bigger systems are needed in order to investigate. By contrast the r q = ∞ configurations are distinctly super-Poissonian in that χ(q) turns up at small q and h(L) grows faster than L. Such behavior cannot persist to arbitrarily large lengths, and indeed the spectra appear to merge with the Poisson pattern bounds of χ(q) = 1 and h(L) = L/2. This is remarkable especially at high φ: such systems appear completely uniform at intermediate scales but totally random at long length scales! Another feature of note in the super-Poissonian behavior of the r q = ∞ spectra in Fig. 3 is that it depends on system size. In particular, the data in the bottom two rows do not coincide at intermediate lengths. This contrasts with results at φ > φ c , where larger systems exhibit spectra that overlap and extend the spectra of smaller systems [27] . Above jamming, bigger systems simply build out from smaller systems. But below jamming, bigger is different. Athermal suspensions could have structural features that are similarly extensive, and their rheology could hence be size-dependent.
The final key result in Fig. 3 is perhaps the most obvious: As φ increases toward jamming, the h(L) spectra trend down at different rates and shapes to the same constant value h e = (0.084 ± 0.001) a . Here the average and uncertainty are based on all spectra, for all protocols, and for all φ both above and below φ c . Empirically, the χ(q) spectra may trend toward ∼ q but this is harder to judge because the range over which it holds is much less than the range over which h(L) ∼ L 0 holds, especially if the oscillatory range of h(L) is included. The way h(L) spectra trend toward h(L) = h e with increasing φ may be investigated by log-log plots of [h(L) − h e ]/(L/2 − h e ) vs φ c − φ, at various fixed L [27] . We find power-law decays with proportionality constants that depend on N (bigger is different) and protocol. This supports what is seen by eye in Fig. 3 : Configurations approach hyperuniformity in the limit φ → φ − c for both quench protocols. However, Ref. [18] studied 3D packings approaching φ − c and observed from χ(q) that small packings deviate more strongly from hyperuniformity with increasing φ c . Therefore, it appears that even the limiting behavior as φ → φ − c may depend on protocol (and possibly dimension). Because we find that large-scale structure is extensive below jamming, studies of system size effects using their protocols are probably necessary in order to settle this issue.
In conclusion, we have defined an emergent length h(L) and have shown how to compute its statistical uncertainty as well as upper/lower bounds and expectations at short, intermediate, and long length scales. We call this analysis method "hyperuniformity disorder length spectroscopy" (HUDLS). Unlike scaling tests for hyperuniformity, which focus only on large-L asymptotics, HUDLS brings rich physically meaningful to the value of the spectrum at all L. Furthermore, as summarized in the caption of Fig. 2 , features in h(L) at short, intermediate, and long L are far easier to identify and quantitatively interpret than in χ(q) vs q. As applied to soft disks, configurations become more uniform for slower quench rates and as φ → φ c from both above and below, with unexpected system-size-and protocol-dependent long-range structural features. This sharpens the challenge of how to identify and mitigate the subtle structural defects that destroy hyperuniformity at long length scales. Rattlers cannot be responsible, since their number decreases with distance above jamming [33] and with increasing r q [18] , opposite to L c trends. We speculate that under-packed regions defined by the power-law tail in the Q k metric [23] play a role. It would be interesting to establish such a connection and to explore the consequences for rheological behavior. Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore how large L c must be, and perhaps how small h e must be, in order to endow a material with the special properties associated with true hyperuniformity. The hyperuniformity disorder length concept can also be extended to describe fluctuations in quantities other than density, such as local topology or connectivity [34, 35] . This offers a general and intuitive real-space method to characterize the spectrum of structural features as a fundamental step in understanding materials properties.
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